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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10098-10322
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: C/IAS 5
INFO: DDP, ADDP, C/CI, C/F 2, C/WE 2, C/KN 5, VR

S E C R E T 178113Z
DIR INFO WAVE CITE MEXI 7411
RYBAT TYPIC VASLOUCH
REF: DIR 09224

1. VASLOUCH-1 departed for PBRIJEN 15 Dec.
2. MEXI investigating possible methods of securing obtaining
release doctor's bag and other vaslouch gear. VASLOUCH-2 however
strongly feels any such action would blow her to MEXI local MEXI
embassy which now has papers and working on free entry. Delay in
obtaining free entry will be due to holidays when local GOV officers
come to standstill even on diplomatic requests. This unlikely
VASLOUCH-1 could pick bags until after 6 Jan.
3. FYI: two studs now in doctor's bag are diagonally placed.
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